1 — Undercover Special
An extremely concealable. Patented black or brown leather inside-the-pant scabbard which distributes the weight of the weapon over the hip and attaches to the belt by means of one-way snaps. The large plate of the holster molds to the body and prevents weapon shift. The pistol is retained at the proper angle of carry during continuous wear.

2 — Ankle Holster
A Velcro® attached black or brown leather scabbard which retains the ASP under the most difficult conditions without the necessity of retention strap of any type. The dense felt backing will not mat down or collect debris. Perspiration is dissipated and the moist hot spots inherent in the fleece pads are eliminated. The scabbard will not shift during wear or presentation. The unit is comfortable, secure and concealable. A concealment magazine is recommended for use with the ankle holster.

3 — Executive Security Scabbard
The fastest, most secure, comfortable and yet concealable shoulder holster available. The weapon may be instantly released from this black or brown leather scabbard. The unique tri-span suspension system negates weapon weight without binding the shoulders of the user.

4 — Ankle Magazine Scabbard
A Velcro® attached matte black or brown leather scabbard which retains two 9mm magazines under the most difficult conditions without the necessity of retention straps of any type. Designed to compliment the ASP Ankle Holster.

5 — Speed Scabbard
All ASP scabbards are bench made exclusively for our 9mm combat pistol. Unlike less sophisticated holsters, safety straps are never employed on any ASP design. Retention is accomplished under the most extreme conditions through proper attention to lines of tension and zero-tension areas. The pistol is secure under the most acute confrontational demands, yet is instantly accessible after an initial 0.25 inch resistance has been overcome during combat presentation procedures.

6 — PAKIT
The professional never has enough storage containers for extra pens, calculators, microcassettes, dictators, ammunition, magazines, speedloaders, cleaning materials, and similar small yet essential items. The answer to organization in briefcases, squad cases, glove compartments and shooting boxes is the Pakit. Each set consists of a 5”, 7” and 9” case fashioned of the finest top grade custom tanned leather. Set 3210 is glove leather with a nylon coil zipper. Set 3220 is suede with a nylon coil zipper. Set 3230 is suede with a spring clip closure. Double-sewn bases, nylon thread and ordinance specification closures provide access, organization and protection to the professional’s accessories.
7 — Armament Presentation Case
Each ASP product must, above all else, be totally functional. Traditional presentation cases are of marginal utility. They are little more than a wooden box which alerts all who see it that something of value is inside. The Armament Presentation Case begins as a hardwood frame. The exterior is covered with richly grained leather, hand selected for color and quality. It is then bound and hand tooled with gold foil to duplicate the appearance of a fine text. Inside is an embossed cover plate with a snap closure and bookmark style tab. Unsnapping the hinged insert and lifting the tab reveals a striking red velvet interior. Set inside is an ASP pistol with two spare magazines. To assure absolute security, only one run of Armament Presentation Cases is made per year. With each new binding the title is altered. The Folio assures that the ASP is always discreetly at hand for ready reference.

8 — ASP Magazine
A patented matte black Teflon-S coated combat magazine with custom spring, custom follower, relieved sides for cartridge visibility and ordnance synthetic finger control base. Unlike traditional magazines there are no sharp edges to wear the lining of clothing or snag during combat reloading.

9 — Concealment Magazine
A cartridge carrier with the patented ASP finger control base omitted to facilitate concealability. Recommended for use with the ASP Ankle Holster.

10 — Single Magazine Holder
A matte black or brown molded leather carrier which positions a single 9mm magazine on a 1.5 inch belt by means of a one-way snap.

11 — Baton Carrier
An 8 x 1.5 x 1.4 inch matte black all metal baton carrier. In a patrol vehicle this compact design provides positive weapon retention without sacrificing instant access. Secure and extremely rugged, it is equally well suited to straight or sidehandle batons. The absence of sharp edges to cut or tear uniforms and positive alignment of spring steel retention clips assure instant availability of an intermediate impact weapon.

12 — SWAT Grips
Handcrafted Rosewood or Ebony combat grips for the Ruger Speed-Six® and all SWAT double-action revolvers. Human engineered with a slight palm swell, radius end edges, speedloader relief and covered grip escutcheons.

13 — ASP Presentation Grips
In the Orient where Water Buffalo are a means of production, Buffalo Horn is prized for its strength, durability and beauty. These black Presentation Grips are individually selected, precisely cut and then meticulously hand fit to a functional pistol. A clear Lexan® window is inlaid in the left panel. These stocks provide a ready reference to the number of cartridges remaining in the weapon during combat. The unsurpassed beauty of the grips provides a functional appointment to the articulate lines of the ASP.

14 — Guttersnipe Advanced Sighting Plate
A matte black ordnance synthetic pistol sight with optically corrected yellow walls and black Land lines. This low profile, fixed aperture has no sharp edges or projections of any type. Patented in the United States and seven foreign nations. The fastest combat sight available.
PROFESSIONAL ALTERNATIVES . . .
THE QUEST FOR EXCELLENCE

There is a difference. It is evident in the attitude. It is reflected in the design. It is obvious in the performance.

Others are content to offer “satisfactory” products. Armament Systems provides the professional alternative. The rationale is straightforward. ASP clients cannot afford less. An uncompromising dedication to quality in every detail. The best or nothing. This is The Quest for Excellence. We wouldn’t have it any other way . . . and neither should you.

THE QUEST FOR EXCELLENCE
...can you afford less?

a — Use of Force Lapel Pin
Cloisonne is a process of placing minute pieces of crushed glass between borders of gold. It is a painstaking procedure requiring highly skilled artisans working with a fine brush to inlay single grains of glass . . . chip by chip. Each piece is heated until the glass melts to form a solid glaze, cleaned in an acid bath and hand polished to a mirror finish. This 14K solid gold cloisonne lapel pin is the subtle mark of excellence that has set a standard worldwide. An ASP logo . . . the international symbol for use of force.

b — ASP 9mm Combat Pistol
A patented combat remanufacture of the Smith & Wesson M39 (439, 539, 639) double action semi-automatic pistol with Forefinger Pocket. Gutersnipe sight, clear Lexan grips and finger control magazine extensions. Two hundred eighty-six modifications are made to the basic weapon including: custom magazine springs, magazine followers, recoil spring, barrel bushing, computer calculated slide cuts, polished feed ramp, throated barrel, right or left hand trigger guard relief, spurless hammer, beveled magazine well, dimensionally reduced butt, slide, slide stop and safety. Hand radiusing of all edges and matte black Teflon-S coating result in the most advanced 9mm combat pistol available. Each weapon is hand fit on a custom benchmade basis. Shipped with three magazines in an ROC leather pistol case. Available as a conversion on client weapons, ASP pistols are also in stock for immediate delivery. A complete Data Pak including technical specifications and a Procurement Application is available from the Commercial Products Section upon request.

c — Reserve Ordnance Case (ROC)
A top grade matte black leather pistol case with padded siliconized pile lining, muzzle pocket, and nylon coil zipper. The polished finish of these holster quality cases will not stain, gather debris or deform as do less costly suede or nylon pistol rugs. Available in eight or twelve inch configuration.

d — Portable Armament Kit (PAK)
A matte black glove leather transport case measuring 8.5 x 4.5 x 2 inches with Velcro closures and a nylon coil zipper. The PAK is carried by means of the ASP pioneered finger loop which is more compact than traditional wrist straps. The five pockets of the case may be used for portation of armament, surveillance or maintenance devices.

e — COBRA Concealable Operations Baton
A precision machined steel baton with two telescope shafts which collapse into a matte black neoprene grip. The three segments are held in a concealed, low profile position by an industrial retention device to facilitate use as a yawara. The baton may be instantly extended and locked into place with a flick of the wrist. Fashioned entirely of aero-space alloys and ordnance synthetics, this less lethal weapon has no sharp edges to abrade clothing or cut an assailant. It provides the plainclothes or uniformed professional with a compact, inconspicuous and yet devastatingly effective impact instrument. Produced in a six to 16 inch or a nine to 26 inch configuration. Complete with training manual. A forty-hour instructor certification program is available to authorized law enforcement agencies, security organizations and corporate executives.

f — COBRA Baton Case
A laminated leather break front carrier for the Concealable Operations Baton. The COBRA is firmly held in place by a leather-covered spring clip. Secure during the most demanding confrontational requirements, a patented construction process allows the baton to be instantly released during presentation and easily reinserted when no longer needed. Available in black or brown for the 16 or 26 inch COBRA.

g — Back-Up Lite
A 3.5" machined aircraft aluminum Micro flashlight for the law enforcement professional. Attached to a keyring, the light is carried inside the waistband, always present and available as a backup to the duty lamp. The exclusive Aerospace quality cartridge insert provides convenient unitized battery-bulb replacement. An intermittent pushbutton or rotating bezel assure positive contact. This light reduces twice the brightness and coverage of any unit its size. Solid brass trim accents a black finish that is harder than the finest knife blades, 70 on the Rockwell C-Scale. This is a backup worthy of the name. A light that will stand up to constant years of abuse . . . always present . . . always ready.

h — SWAT .44 Special Tactical Revolver
A five round .44 Special conversion of the .38 Special, .357 Magnum or 9mm Ruger Speed-Six®, Service-Six® or Security-Six® double action revolver. Each benchmade pistol includes an unfitted cylinder, smooth combat trigger, spurless hammer, wide combat sights, specially tuned action, smooth Rosewood or Ebony round butt concealment grips and black leather ROC pistol case. A complete Data Pak including technical specifications and a Procurement Application is available from the Commercial Products Section upon request.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>Blue</th>
<th>Stainless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrell Length</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Sight</td>
<td>SWAT 1</td>
<td>SWAT 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustable Sight</td>
<td>SWAT 5</td>
<td>SWAT 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWAT 7</td>
<td>SWAT 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>